Across the Grasscrete range why not select the option of bespoke colouring to the concrete finish. Terratone offers a selection of colours that can harmonise the structural component to the surrounding landscape.

By incorporating earth tones the essential user identification of the surface remains in place for vehicular use, but for other perspectives the appearance will be of a naturally toned landscape.

The introduction of an earth tone will help to limit the solar reflection across the concrete surface, reducing the local ambient temperature and creating a beneficial environment for grass to prosper.

Colour choice can be a bespoke selection from a pallet of colours that introduces a through colour pigment to the cast in place concrete.

Specifying couldn’t be simpler, select the type of Grasscrete required e.g. Grasscrete GC1 add the suffix Terratone and with Grasscrete GC1 Terratone in place we can then discuss with you your exact colour requirements.